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What To Do

STRANGE LEGACY - NEW PAINTINGS BY JANNASTRANGE LEGACY - NEW PAINTINGS BY JANNA

WATSONWATSON

Date/TimeDate/Time

Mar 1, 2019 to Apr 20, 2019 

10:00 AM until 05:30 PM

 This event occurs weekly, on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

DescriptionDescription

Kenise Barnes Fine Art is pleased to
present Canadian artist Janna Watson
and her first solo show with the gallery. 

Janna Watson is a young artist who has
quickly made an impression on the
contemporary art scene. Her abstract
compositions and energetic brushstrokes
possess an elegant and powerful vitality.
A masterful colorist, Watson juxtaposes
analogous colors against “difficult” and
disharmonious hues resulting in a taut
and carefully balanced abstract works.
She creates energetic, often precarious
tension with her deliberate and confident
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marks and the spontaneous drips and
gestures that are artifacts of her intuitive
process. Watson paints on birch panel,
often letting the wood grain become an
another active element in her
composition.

The notion of spiritual alignment is central
to Janna Watson’s practice and shapes
the artist’s formal concerns with light,
color, and space in her paintings. "Qì" is
converted through color choices and
unified with Watson’s gesture. 

This exhibition Strange Legacy is a
homage to Arthur Bonnet. Bonnet was
Janna Watson’s grandfather, mentor and

muse. His teachings are ever-present in Watson’s studio practice, the faint echo of his urging to
“make it wilder’ continues to guide her hand and heart.

Watson’s paintings can be found in several significant collections, including in the Toronto collections
of TD Bank Financial Group, CIBC, the Ritz-Carlton Hotel and the HBC Global Art Collection in New
York. In 2017, she was selected to create a mural-size painting for the feature space in AURA, North
America’s largest condominium building. Watson earned a BFA in Drawing and Painting from Ontario
College of Art and Design, Toronto, ON. The artist lives and works in Toronto, Canada. 

A digital exhibition catalogue is available, and a link can be found on our website, www.KBFA.com. 

Please contact our staff with inquires or to arrange a preview of the exhibition. 

Kenise Barnes, director: Kenise@kbfa.com

Lani Holloway, gallery manager: Lani@kbfa.com

B. Avery Syrig, sales, art handling and logistics: Avery@kbfa.com

Stephanie Crawford, admin. assistant: Stephanie@kbfa.com

We maintain an extensive inventory in our lower-level warehouse that includes a private presentation
room. We always have a wide selection of paintings, drawings, prints, monoprints and photographs to
offer collectors.

Services: 
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• Complimentary in-home or in-office consultations. 

• Artwork may be seen three day on-approval basis. 

• Delivery and installation available. 

CostCost

Free, public invited

LocationLocation

Kenise Barnes Fine Art 

1947 Palmer Avenue 

Larchmont, NY 

Additional InformationAdditional Information

Sponsor

Kenise Barnes Fine Art

Phone

(914) 834-8077

Contact name

Kenise Barnes

Contact email

kenise@kbfa.com

Website

http://www.kbfa.com

Neighborhood:

Greenwich,Harrison,Larchmont,Mamaroneck,New Rochelle,Rye,Rye

Brook,Scarsdale,Stamford,Tarrytown,White Plains

We make every effort to ensure the accuracy of this information. However, you should always

call ahead to con�rm dates, times, location, and other information.
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